In this work a summary of many pulse compressed (c IOns) , FIR, high power. Raman emissions produced by a short pulse (25 ns) broadband (2GHz) C02 laser is shown. Generally it has been always possible to obtain a single pulse (-ns) conversion from a pulse train of a self -mode locked C02 , also if it is not really reproducible . These emissions are interesting in pulsed high field EPR experiments.
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Introduction
There is a large interest to produce short pulse FIR emissions to study the relaxation proprieties of solids and gases, and in in magnetooptics experiments. Recently short single pulses ( ns ) of few lines are produced by the OFID technique.(l). This method is only effective on like-resonant lines of strong absorbers. On the contrary a train of sub-ns pulses ( total length > 50ns) has been produced by pumping Raman lines with a tuneable broad band CO2 laser (2). An alternative method has been proposed by us , by using Raman scattering of a short pulse (-25ns or less ) tail-free , broad -band (-. 2 GHz) C02 laser He-free operating at few bar(3). Resonant Raman scattering is efficient over few molecules but it can be obtained over many detuned -resonant lines ( up to 20 GHz detuning ) covering in principle the whole FIR spectrum. To obtain a large conversion also on large detuned transitions ,high power C02 pump is necessary.
High pressure He-free mixtures have short gain lifetime (*)so that ,following a new design an auto synchronised high power CO2 laser chain has been built which is also described here. The broadband Raman scatter& starts before the superflorescent emission and it is modulated as the mode locked pump, giving few FIR ns spikes. In principle a single spike can be always obtained.
-uv 4 - In all the cases we have observed that by using a suitable large gas pressure and a suitable large pump power we can transfer the Raman scattering onset in the tail of the laser pulse , and a short FIR pulse can be produced . 
Conclusions
In this work we have reported a large number of multiKW FIR pulses ranging in a wide part of the spectrum. The long-wave emissions (> 400pm ) are particularly interesting in pulsed high field EPR with ns resolution. 
